Greetings. My name is Bryce Gaudian. Our family lives in southern Minnesota where we daily experience the miracle of God’s love and care for His creation. Roads in my life that the Lord has lead me on have crossed my path with a lot of amazing people. It is many of these wonderful relationships that have allowed this catalog to become a reality. From Bronn Journey - beloved and renowned harpist; to Andy Hedges - one of the most celebrated up-and-coming cowboy poets in the land; to Dr. Henry M. Morris and Dr. John C. Whitcomb - co-authors of the historic great work, The Genesis Flood; to Joe Taylor, legendary excavator and castor of dinosaur bones; to Terry Andersen who has played drums for Christian guitarist, Phil Keaggy, and now has formed his own God-honoring band; to Buddy Davis, extraordinary adventurer, musician, writer, and maker of lifesize dinosaurs; to Lewis Lavoie from Alberta, Canada who masterfully paints dinosaurs and people together before the flood of Noah; to extremely talented flower photographer, Jeff Dorgay; and so many more. Some of these fascinating people are pictured here. Open the pages of this catalog and ENJOY the absolutely outstanding great works - and please ORDER some!

The work to bring this project together has been done so you can reap the benefits of obtaining these items at some of the lowest prices available ANYWHERE! Making the resources in this catalog affordable will hopefully allow you to more freely make purchases to fit your needs.

If or when you are done with this catalog, PLEASE pass it on to someone else! I would really appreciate it. When you place an order, you will automatically be sent a new Order Form with your order to have on hand.

You will be astounded at the collection available in this catalog!

Perfect for your own home, school, community, or church library, or as gifts to students, graduates, pastors, teachers, relatives, and neighbors.

Bryce, Cindy, Carl, Emily, Laura, Caleb Gaudian
Great Works Co. • 21992 810th Avenue • Hayward MN 56043 • U.S.A.
Ph. (507) 256-7211 • E-mail: gaudian@deskmedia.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Genesis Flood</td>
<td>Dr. Henry M. Morris &amp; Dr. John C. Whitcomb</td>
<td>Many have recognized this book to have started the modern revival of creationism and catastrophism. Most definitive treatment of Biblical and scientific evidences for the global flood in the days of Noah. The best book available on the flood model of geology.</td>
<td>Soft cover</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Battle for the Beginning</td>
<td>Dr. John MacArthur</td>
<td>Explores the Bible's own claims about creation, evolution and the vital issues at stake in the dispute over the beginning of the universe by taking an in-depth look at Genesis 1 and comparing it to scientific evidence. Renowned Bible teacher and scholar John MacArthur answers the hard questions.</td>
<td>Hard cover</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soft cover</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution: the fossils still say NO!</td>
<td>Dr. Duane T. Gish</td>
<td>Updated, much-enlarged edition of Dr. Gish's classic book. Most compelling critique of the fossil record. Dr. Gish documents, from the writings of evolutionists themselves, the complete absence of any true evolutionary transitional forms.</td>
<td>Soft cover</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World That Perished</td>
<td>Dr. John C. Whitcomb</td>
<td>A forceful sequel to The Genesis Flood which radiates an unshakeable faith in the authority of the Word of God. Extensive further evidences of the worldwide flood. Illustrated. Each book is personally autographed by Dr. John C. Whitcomb.</td>
<td>Soft cover</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth</td>
<td>Edited by Larry Vardiman, Andrew Snelling, Eugene Chaffin</td>
<td>The age of the Earth stands out as one of the most important issues among Christians today! An old-Earth interpretation clouds our view on the accuracy of Scripture. But have we been misled about the reliability of radioactive dating methods? A definitive resource on radioactive dating for every student and teachers library. It examines radioisotope theory, exposes its plaguing problems, and offers a better alternative.</td>
<td>Hard cover</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>$38.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin Of Life</td>
<td>Dr. Richard B. Bliss, Dr. Duane T. Gish, Dr. Gary E. Parker</td>
<td>Well-documented study module on the two models of life's origin - whether by evolution from non-living chemicals or by special creation. Beautifuely illustrated. Junior high and up.</td>
<td>Soft cover</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Beginning</td>
<td>Dr. Walt Brown</td>
<td>This understandable, comprehensive, and meticulously documented resource will give new insight to readers of all backgrounds. In Part I, Dr. Brown discusses 137 categories of evidence from biology, astronomy, and the physical and earth sciences for creation. Part II introduces and describes the hydroplate theory - explaining the catastrophic event in earth's history and answers a host of questions concerning the worldwide flood of Noah's day. Elaborately illustrated in four color.</td>
<td>Hard cover</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Biological Evidence of Creation
“From A Frog To A Prince”
Compelling new evidence that life on earth could not have been created by random forces. Features Dr. Don Batten of Australia, Dr. Werner Gitt of Germany, Dr. Lee Spetner, and others.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW9
Price $13.75

Evolution - Fact or Belief?
In this award winning international documentary, learn why more and more scientists are abandoning the evolution theory on the grounds that it is contrary to the basic laws of science. See for yourself how science supports the Bible. Guaranteed to enthral audiences of all ages!
VHS 75 Minutes
Catalog #GW10
Price $20.00

Fossil Evidence of Creation
This documentary presents the fossil evidence of creation. Petrified forests and the rapid formation of coal speak of a recent flood. The discovery of unfossilized dinosaur bones suggests dinosaurs also died out recently. Evolutionists and creationists are interviewed.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW11
Price $13.75

A Question of Origins
This visually rich, full production reveals conclusive evidence that the universe and all life were created by a Supernatural Being, The God of the Bible, our Creator. It’s the best creationist documentary in the last fifteen years!
VHS 60 Minutes
Catalog #GW12
Price $13.75

Unlocking The Mystery Of Life
This is the story of contemporary scientists who are advancing a powerful theory of “intelligent design.” Through state-of-the-art computer animation, you’ll be transported into the interior of the living cell to explore systems and machines that bear the unmistakable hallmarks of design.
VHS 80 Minutes
Catalog #GW13
Price $18.00

In the Beginning
Geological evidence of creation. See how the Genesis Flood may have happened. A radical new supercomputer model of catastrophic plate tectonics shows how runaway thermal subduction may have caused a recent world wide flood.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW14
Price $13.75

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution I
Evolution is totally incapable of producing the magnificent order in animal designs which can only be attributed to a Creator. Exquisite (and humorous) animal footage, especially the bombardier beetle. You’ll love it! Extraordinary video for all ages!
VHS 46 Minutes
Catalog #GW15
Price $13.75

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution II
This video enters the fascinating world of animals to reveal sophisticated and complex designs that shake the traditional foundations of evolutionary theory. This video will inspire you to look more closely at the world around you. Extraordinarily well done!
VHS 46 Minutes
Catalog #GW16
Price $13.75

Scientific Evidence For God
This is the first video to bring together top space scientists to talk about how their latest discoveries relate to the subject of God.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW18
Price $13.75

Real Roots The Origin of The Races
See compelling evidence from human genes and the colors of man’s skin that we were created and not a product of evolution.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW19
Price $13.75

In The Image Of God
Compelling new scientific evidence that man was created in the image of God. View the fossil record and see for yourself that the facts support man as a special creation of God and not a highly evolved ape.
VHS 28 Minutes
Catalog #GW21
Price $13.75

Raging Waters
See new evidence of the Genesis Flood in Australia. Folded strata, ripple marks, marine fossils in high mountain ranges, and the rapid formation of coal.
VHS 28 Minutes
Catalog #GW21
Price $13.75

The Light of Creation
Peaceful music, beautiful vistas and God’s Word. Enjoy majestic mountains, colorful birds, animals in their natural habitat, pristine lakes, geysers and waterfalls. A stunning array of beauty.
VHS 40 Minutes
Catalog #GW20
Price $13.75

The Grand Canyon Catastrophe
New evidence of the Genesis Flood
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW17
Price $13.75

The Seven Days of Creation
Your faith will find new strength from the Word of God as the creation account is read from the K.J.V. Bible. The sweeping grandeur of creation is presented in all its glory.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW23
Price $13.75

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution II
This video enters the fascinating world of animals to reveal sophisticated and complex designs that shake the traditional foundations of evolutionary theory. This video will inspire you to look more closely at the world around you. Extraordinarily well done!
VHS 46 Minutes
Catalog #GW16
Price $13.75

Real Roots The Origin of The Races
See compelling evidence from human genes and the colors of man’s skin that we were created and not a product of evolution.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW19
Price $13.75

In The Image Of God
Compelling new scientific evidence that man was created in the image of God. View the fossil record and see for yourself that the facts support man as a special creation of God and not a highly evolved ape.
VHS 28 Minutes
Catalog #GW22
Price $13.75

Scientific Evidence For God
This is the first video to bring together top space scientists to talk about how their latest discoveries relate to the subject of God.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW18
Price $13.75

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution I
Evolution is totally incapable of producing the magnificent order in animal designs which can only be attributed to a Creator. Exquisite (and humorous) animal footage, especially the bombardier beetle. You’ll love it! Extraordinary video for all ages!
VHS 46 Minutes
Catalog #GW15
Price $13.75

Biological Evidence of Creation
“From A Frog To A Prince”
Compelling new evidence that life on earth could not have been created by random forces. Features Dr. Don Batten of Australia, Dr. Werner Gitt of Germany, Dr. Lee Spetner, and others.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW9
Price $13.75

Evolution - Fact or Belief?
In this award winning international documentary, learn why more and more scientists are abandoning the evolution theory on the grounds that it is contrary to the basic laws of science. See for yourself how science supports the Bible. Guaranteed to enthral audiences of all ages!
VHS 75 Minutes
Catalog #GW10
Price $20.00

Fossil Evidence of Creation
This documentary presents the fossil evidence of creation. Petrified forests and the rapid formation of coal speak of a recent flood. The discovery of unfossilized dinosaur bones suggests dinosaurs also died out recently. Evolutionists and creationists are interviewed.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW11
Price $13.75

A Question of Origins
This visually rich, full production reveals conclusive evidence that the universe and all life were created by a Supernatural Being, The God of the Bible, our Creator. It’s the best creationist documentary in the last fifteen years!
VHS 60 Minutes
Catalog #GW12
Price $13.75

Unlocking The Mystery Of Life
This is the story of contemporary scientists who are advancing a powerful theory of “intelligent design.” Through state-of-the-art computer animation, you’ll be transported into the interior of the living cell to explore systems and machines that bear the unmistakable hallmarks of design.
VHS 80 Minutes
Catalog #GW13
Price $18.00

In the Beginning
Geological evidence of creation. See how the Genesis Flood may have happened. A radical new supercomputer model of catastrophic plate tectonics shows how runaway thermal subduction may have caused a recent world wide flood.
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW14
Price $13.75

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution I
Evolution is totally incapable of producing the magnificent order in animal designs which can only be attributed to a Creator. Exquisite (and humorous) animal footage, especially the bombardier beetle. You’ll love it! Extraordinary video for all ages!
VHS 46 Minutes
Catalog #GW15
Price $13.75

Scientific Evidence For God
This is the first video to bring together top space scientists to talk about how their latest discoveries relate to the subject of God.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW18
Price $13.75

Real Roots The Origin of The Races
See compelling evidence from human genes and the colors of man’s skin that we were created and not a product of evolution.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW19
Price $13.75

In The Image Of God
Compelling new scientific evidence that man was created in the image of God. View the fossil record and see for yourself that the facts support man as a special creation of God and not a highly evolved ape.
VHS 28 Minutes
Catalog #GW22
Price $13.75

Raging Waters
See new evidence of the Genesis Flood in Australia. Folded strata, ripple marks, marine fossils in high mountain ranges, and the rapid formation of coal.
VHS 28 Minutes
Catalog #GW21
Price $13.75

The Light of Creation
Peaceful music, beautiful vistas and God’s Word. Enjoy majestic mountains, colorful birds, animals in their natural habitat, pristine lakes, geysers and waterfalls. A stunning array of beauty.
VHS 40 Minutes
Catalog #GW20
Price $13.75

The Grand Canyon Catastrophe
New evidence of the Genesis Flood
VHS 27 Minutes
Catalog #GW17
Price $13.75

The Seven Days of Creation
Your faith will find new strength from the Word of God as the creation account is read from the K.J.V. Bible. The sweeping grandeur of creation is presented in all its glory.
VHS 30 Minutes
Catalog #GW23
Price $13.75
Great Works Videos

Creation and the Christian Faith

Ken Ham shows the fallacy of interpreting Scriptures based on the changing theories of science.

VHS 40 Minutes
Catalog #GW24  Price $14.75

Evolution: The Anti-God Religion of Death

Ken Ham reveals that evolution is an anti-God religion, not a science. Ken clearly shows that Christians cannot accept evolutionary teaching and add it to the Bible’s account of Creation.

VHS 60 Minutes
Catalog #GW25  Price $14.75

Creation Science with Charlie Liebert

Three Complete Programs on One Tape!
- Creation or Evolution, Two Science Models.
- Dinosaurs, Created by God.
- The Implications of Evolution.

VHS 90 Minutes
Catalog #GW26  Price $14.75

Creation Geology with Charlie Liebert

Three Complete Programs on One Tape!
- Volcanoes, Evidence for Creation.
- Earth, How Old Are You?
- Noah’s Flood.

VHS 90 Minutes
Catalog #GW27  Price $14.75

Dinosaurs And The Bible

Does the existence of dinosaurs conflict with the Bible? Find out for yourself.

VHS 120 Minutes
Catalog #GW28  Price $14.75

The Age Of The Earth

Strong scientific evidence supports the Biblical account of origins.

VHS 120 Minutes
Catalog #GW29  Price $14.75

The Grand Canyon: Monument To The Flood

Join creation scientists Andrew Snelling, John Morris and others on your personal tour of the Grand Canyon. Learn how this remarkable landscape is best understood in the light of Scripture.

VHS 55 Minutes
Catalog #GW30  Price $14.75

Science, Creation And The Bible

A former evolutionist, Dr. Walt Brown, explains how many evolutionary assumptions not only undermine the Christian faith, they also conflict with hard science.

VHS 49 Minutes
Catalog #GW31  Price $14.75

Dr. Kent Hovind, one of the leading authorities on “science and the Bible”, is dedicated to the proclamation of scientific evidence supporting the Biblical record of creation. His “fact-filled” informative seminars cause even the most devout evolutionist to “sit-up and take notice.” Dr. Hovind’s entertaining, fast-paced style of teaching along with the use of many visual aids holds your attention until the very end and then you just want more!
Tornado In A Junkyard
by James Perloff
A unique presentation of the scientific case against Darwinism, informally written for laymen. If you are looking for a user-friendly explanation of the facts supporting creation, this book is for you. Outstanding work by free-lance writer, James Perloff!
Soft cover 321 pages Catalog #GW32 Price $11.00

The Evolution Of A Creationist
by Dr. Jobe Martin
Dr. Jobe Martin chronicles his personal journey from traditional scientist to creationist. Dr. Martin himself was a traditional evolutionist, but his medical and scientific training would go through an evolution...rather a revolution when he began to study animals that challenged the scientific assumptions of his education. Dr. Martin shows why the Bible is an excellent book of science. A Must Read!
Soft cover 287 pages Catalog #GW34 Price $9.00

The Explorers Of Ararat
by B.J. Corbin
A comprehensive and truly unique book about the search for the remains of Noah's Ark. It is an incredible, collaborative effort where each chapter is written by a leading Ark researcher. Contains nearly 200 photographs and illustrations!
Soft cover 482 pages Catalog #GW36 Price $20.50

Darwin's Black Box
by Dr. Michael J. Behe
This easy-to-read book explains one of the most vexing problems in biology: the origin of the complexity of life. Behe, a professor in biochemistry comes to the conclusion that at a biochemical level, scientists have no option but to believe in intelligent design.
Soft cover 307 pages Catalog #GW38 Price $12.00

Creation Compromises
by Dr. Bert Thompson
It is the purpose of this book to present, explain, and refute the various compromises of Genesis that have become so popular in certain circles. Those who dilute and denigrate God's inspired Word need to know that their compromising attitudes will not go unchallenged or unanswered. Magnificent book! Every Pastor should read it!
Soft cover 428 pages Catalog #GW33 Price $11.00

Hallmarks of Design
by Stuart Burgess
The design argument contends that design in nature reveals a Designer. This book presents the latest discoveries about the complexity and beauty of the natural world.
Soft cover 232 pages Catalog #GW35 Price $17.00

In Six Days
Edited by John Ashton
A compelling book that proves that doctorate-holding legitimate scientists can also be Christians as 50 of them cite evidence from their particular field of science impelling them to believe in a literal six-day creation and a young earth.
Soft cover 384 pages Catalog #GW37 Price $11.00

In the Beginning was Information
by Dr. Werner Gitt
This book discusses the origin of life from the viewpoint of 'information science' with many striking examples to clarify - what is the origin of information? What are the laws of nature about information? How did language and communication develop?
Soft cover 256 pages Catalog #GW39 Price $9.00
The River Is Wide
Bronn Journey - Songs of Faith & Hope on the Harp
In response to his own inner urgings as well as numerous requests from his many fans, harpist Bronn Journey here presents a collection of favorite classic songs of faith. Under his assured and experienced touch, the golden-toned harp has never sounded better and is supported by thoughtful and touching arrangements on keyboard, guitar, violin and other instruments. Upon hearing this loving and peaceful recording, it’s easy to understand why the harp is considered the instrument of the angels. There Is A Redeemer; Abide With Me; When I Survey The Wondrous Cross . . .

12 Songs on this CD
Catalog #GW40   Price $13.00

Goodnight
Bronn Journey
Music to curl up with. Music to enjoy with a cup of tea. Music to reflect on a day well spent. Music to dream with. Curl up with the harp and enjoy the sounds of “Goodnight”. All the Pretty Little Horses; Sentimental Journey; Mozart’s Lullaby . . .

15 Songs on this CD
Catalog #GW45   Price $14.75

Journeys Together
Bronn and Katherine Journey - Harp and Voice
The voice and harp...for thousands of years have served to soothe and calm, to enchant and bring joy to all who heard them. Now, Bronn and Katherine Journey follow in this tradition, bringing you songs from today and songs from long ago. Let Bronn’s artistry on the harp and Katherine’s glorious voice take you with them as they journey together through a world of song. The Sound of Music; Scarborough Fair; How Great Thou Art . . .

13 Songs on this CD
Catalog #GW41   Price $13.00

Christmas Rose
Bronn Journey - Harpist
Come , Thou Long Expected Jesus, In the Bleak Mid-Winter; I Saw Three Ships; Of the Father’s Love Begotten . . .

16 Songs on this beautiful Christmas CD
Catalog #GW43   Price $13.00

Earth Song
Bronn Journey - Hymns of Grateful Praise
This video is Bronn’s heartfelt response to the beauty of nature that surrounds us. Earth Song combines the harp music of Bronn Journey with the video artistry of Chris Raaum, to bring you a peaceful offering of praise to our Creator. Continual video footage of the extraordinarily beautiful Pacific Northwest and Cascade mountains with 13 songs on this Video, including: Like A River Glorious; How Great Thou Art; Now the Green Blade Riseth; This is My Father’s World . . .

Video Total Playing Time: 50 Minutes
Catalog #GW45   Price $14.75

A Christmas Concert
with Bronn & Katherine Journey . . . Recorded live at the Everett Performing Arts Center, Everett, Washington
This beautiful Christmas video contains 19 segments of Bronn & Katherine’s live Christmas concert that you will now be blessed by. This is so extremely well done and magnificently beautiful, you will play it year-round! O Holy Night; Joy to the World; Hark the Herald Angels Sing . . .

Video Total Playing Time: 1 Hour and 15 Minutes
Catalog #GW46   Price $14.75

Days and Nights in The Saddle
A Collection of Cowboy Poetry - Andy Hedges
14 Cuts on this CD, including: The Red Cow; Purt Naur; Jack Potters Courtin'; Boomer Johnson; The Riders . . .

CD - Catalog #GW47-A   Price $13.00
Cassette - Catalog #GW47-B   Price $9.00
Great Works Books

**Icons of Evolution - Science or Myth?**
by Jonathan Wells

“This is one of the most important books ever written about the evolution controversy. It shows how devotion to the ideology of Darwinism has led to textbooks which are full of mis-information.”—Philip E. Johnson, Author & Professor of Law

[Hard cover - Catalog #GW48-A Price $22.00]
[Soft cover - Catalog #GW48-B Price $16.00]

**Genesis And The Dinosaur**
by Dr. Erich A. von Fange

Dinosaur fossil remains form a backdrop for a Biblical foundation of the rise and extinction of the dinosaur within the framework of a young, created earth.

[Soft cover - 310 pages]
[Catalog #GW49 Price $14.00]

**Noah To Abram: the turbulent years**
by Dr. Erich A. von Fange

Here is a new and fascinating resource to help answer puzzling questions children and adults ask about the Stone Age and Ice Age. The facts of science greatly illuminate some of the events only hinted at in the Bible, and they fit well into the concept of a young, created world.

[Soft cover - 372 pages]
[Catalog #GW50 Price $11.00]

**Talking Heads**
by Gregg Thompson

This insightful book takes the mystery out of the art of tandem walking. Thompson brings many years of experience to help the student as well as the expert work out problems in this area of study.

[Soft cover - 56 pages]
[Catalog #GW51 Price $4.50]

**Noah To Abraham: the Ambivalent Years**
by Brian Young

This book provides a wealth of information for skeptics and believers alike. It can be used as a quick reference to the witness and answer questions to those who are struggling with the evolutionary sciences today.

[Soft cover - 191 pages]
[Catalog #GW52 Price $16.00]

**Not By Chance!**
by Dr. Lee Spetner

Recognized expert on genetic code demonstrates conclusively that chance mutations will never produce evolutionary change. Excellent for scholarly skeptics.

[Soft cover - 272 pages]
[Catalog #GW53 Price $13.00]

**The Lie - Evolution**
by Ken Ham

Today many laypeople, ministers, and Christian educators are powerless in their presentation of the Gospel. They have rejected Genesis, the foundation of Biblical doctrine. They have believed the 20th century origins myth - evolution. A wonderfully important great work by Ken Ham.

[Soft cover - 168 pages]
[Catalog #GW54 Price $7.50]

**The Puzzle of Ancient Man**
by Dr. Donald E. Chittick

This important book examines what the facts say about ancient man that have long gone unnoticed by today's secular media.

[Soft cover - 123 pages]
[Catalog #GW55 Price $9.00]

**The Case Against Darwin**
by James Perloff

There is powerful scientific evidence against Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. Now, for the busy reader, Perloff takes you on a mini-tour of 'The Case Against Darwin.'

[Soft cover - 83 pages]
[Catalog #GW56 Price $5.50]

**The Twilight of Evolution**
by Dr. Henry M. Morris

Updated classic work that has been widely used in the creationist revival. Presents vital issues of origins Biblical and scientifically.

[91 pages]
[Catalog #GW57 Price $8.50]

**Man, Dinosaurs, and Mammals Together**
by John Allen Watson

Presents a strong case that challenges conventional theories when humans, dinosaurs, and giant ancient mammals actually lived. Evidence from the Phosphate Beds of South Carolina show they were all contemporaries ruling out millions of years said to separate man and dinosaurs.

[Soft cover - 31 pages]
[Catalog #GW58 Price $10.00]

**Evolution: A Theory In Crisis**
by Michael Denton

This book by a non-creationist is hard-hitting, factual, and objective. It does not argue in favor of Creation, but is a clear, balanced, responsible, and scientifically accurate account of the ever-growing crisis in evolutionary circles.

[Soft cover - 386 pages]
[Catalog #GW59 Price $17.00]

**Science and The Bible**
by Dr. Henry M. Morris

Continuously in print since 1946, this powerful short presentation of the scientific accuracy and inerrancy of the Bible has been a tool to win many students and others to Christ.

[Soft cover - 154 pages]
[Catalog #GW60 Price $4.50]

**Doubts About Creation? Not After This!**
by Brian Young

This book provides a wealth of information for skeptics and believers alike. It can be used as a quick reference to the witness and answer questions to those who are struggling with the evolutionary sciences today.

[Soft cover - 191 pages]
[Catalog #GW61 Price $9.50]

**After The Flood**
by Bill Cooper (from England)

The author lays out astonishing evidence showing how the earliest Europeans recorded their descent from Noah through Japheth in meticulously kept records, knew all about Creation and the Flood, and had encounters with creatures we would call dinosaurs.

[Soft cover - 256 pages]
[Catalog #GW62 Price $4.50]

**THE PUZZLE OF ANCIENT MAN**
by Dr. Donald E. Chittick

This important book examines what the facts say about ancient man that have long gone unnoticed by today's secular media.

[Soft cover - 123 pages]
[Catalog #GW55 Price $9.00]

**Evolution: A Theory In Crisis**
by Michael Denton

This book by a non-creationist is hard-hitting, factual, and objective. It does not argue in favor of Creation, but is a clear, balanced, responsible, and scientifically accurate account of the ever-growing crisis in evolutionary circles.

[Soft cover - 386 pages]
[Catalog #GW59 Price $17.00]

**Science and The Bible**
by Dr. Henry M. Morris

Continuously in print since 1946, this powerful short presentation of the scientific accuracy and inerrancy of the Bible has been a tool to win many students and others to Christ.

[Soft cover - 154 pages]
[Catalog #GW60 Price $4.50]
Old English Hymns
Classic Hymns of the English Church featuring flute, recorder, violin, classical guitar, dulcimer, cello, and accordion. 14 Songs on this CD including: I Sing the Almighty Power of God; Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing; Let All Things Now Living . . . Total CD Time = 46:15

Country Mountain Hymns
Over One Hour of Classic Gospel Hymns featuring traditional hand-crafted mountain instruments. Includes such timeless favorites as I'll Fly Away; Leaning On The Everlasting Arms; Are You Washed In The Blood . . . Twenty songs total! Total CD Time = 65:04

Hymns of Hope
Featuring Violinist David Davidson . . . Includes cherished hymns such as Softly And Tenderly; Jesus Paid It All; What Wondrous Love . . . 22 songs total! Total CD Time = 70:00

Country Mountain Hymns
Over One Hour of Classic Gospel Hymns featuring traditional hand-crafted mountain instruments. Includes such timeless favorites as I'll Fly Away; Leaning On The Everlasting Arms; Are You Washed In The Blood . . . Twenty songs total! Total CD Time = 65:04

Into The Deep
Aline Bilodeau. Reviving the heart of worship. "Into the Deep" is a live worship journey into the secret place of God, where His holiness and mercy change us into that which He desires: Christlikeness.

Into the Deep
Aline Bilodeau. Reviving the heart of worship. "Into the Deep" is a live worship journey into the secret place of God, where His holiness and mercy change us into that which He desires: Christlikeness.

Piano Hymns
Stan Whitmire - Solo Piano
In this inspirational recording, pianist Stan Whitmire presents 19 treasured hymns on solo piano. Titles include Blessed Assurance; Great Is Thy Faithfulness; He Hideth My Soul . . . Total CD Time = 45:00
Tickled By A Norwegian
Compiled by Gary Froiland
This collection of jokes have been put in order to create a fictitious flowing story about Ole and Lena and others. The ability to laugh is a great gift. The writer of Proverbs 17:22 says, "A cheerful heart is good medicine..." So sit back, relax, and have a dose of good medicine! The CLEAN Joke Book -- this is a Winner!
Soft cover 64 pages
Catalog #GW74 Price $7.00

NOD - The World of Noah’s Ark
by Lewis Lavie - from Alberta, Canada
Here are collections of drawings and sketches from NOD that include a study of the water canopy, man’s longevity, astronomers, buildings, dimetrodons, hadrosaurus, stegosaurus, and much much more! This is truly a unique book!!
Soft cover
Catalog #GW76 Price $14.00

Science & the Bible - Volume II
by Dr. Donald B. DeYoung
In this second volume, Dr. DeYoung introduces thirty new and exciting demonstrations that combine scientific principles and the truth found in Scripture. Teachers, leaders, home-schoolers, librarians, and parents will find these simple experiments a helpful teaching tool, while their unusual and surprising results will capture the attention of children and young people, making the Bible truths learned unforgettable.
Soft cover 103 pages
Catalog #GW78 Price $10.00

Life Before Birth
by Dr. Gary E. Parker
Life is special... A book for Christian families and others who teach the dignity of Life Before Birth to this and future generations. Dr. Parker and his wife, Mary, explain the Biblical view of life before birth. Such topics as abortion and birth defects are covered in a special way. An important book for families developing a Christ-centered view of human life.
Hard cover 87 pages
Catalog #GW80 Price $11.50

Science & the Bible - Volume I
by Dr. Donald B. DeYoung
Thirty exciting demonstrations using household items, combining scientific principles and the truth found in Scripture.
Soft cover 110 pages
Catalog #GW75 Price $9.00

Bomby the Bombardier Beetle
by Hazel May Rue
Illustrated cartoon book describes the remarkable bombardier beetle. This particular beetle can produce a steaming solution of a poisonous chemical called quinone. Incredible! The processes responsible that gives this explosive ability to such a tiny creature points clearly to design by a Creator. Grades 4-6.
Soft cover 40 pages
Catalog #GW77 Price $5.00

Hummy and the Wax Castle
by Elizabeth Ernst
Josh’s little friend Hummy, a honeybee, joins other bees like the leaf-cutters, carpenters, and bumblebees in the Order Hymenoptera. Many bees pollinate plants allowing them to spread over fields for all to see! Did you know there are 21,000 species of bees? Wow! This is a story about a little boy who met a unique honeybee. Join them in an adventure of learning about a special little friend made by a very special Creator!
Soft cover 57 pages
Catalog #GW79 Price $6.00

Those Mysterious Dinosaurs - book
Activity With A Purpose - workbook
By Norma A. Whitcomb
This book is for children and adults. The pictures are designed to capture children’s eyes and minds while the words are substantiated with “Thus saith the Lord.” Adults will be impacted as well, as they turn the pages to interpret fascinating Biblical and scientific truths to curious young ones. The accompanying Activity With A Purpose workbook is an outstanding learning tool for Those Mysterious Dinosaurs. Sold as a set. “The book is easy to read and well illustrated. I trust that pastors and parents will make it available to the children in their churches and homes.” - Dr. Henry Morris. The book is signed by Norma Whitcomb!
Catalog #GW81 Price $14.00 (you get both the book/workbook!!)
Soft cover. 125 pages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GW82</td>
<td>Bones of Contention</td>
<td>Marvin L. Lubenow</td>
<td>A thorough examination of all the supposed pre-human fossils. Includes refutation of all evolutionary inferences drawn from these fossils. Charts, illustrations, and extensive documentation. Written for the layperson.</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW83</td>
<td>Weather &amp; the Bible</td>
<td>Donald B. DeYoung</td>
<td>One hundred questions on the weather and weather-related topics are answered from the Christian perspective by a physics professor. The explanations are clear, concise, and easy to understand.</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW84</td>
<td>Helping Children Understand Genesis and the Dinosaur</td>
<td>Erich A. von Fange</td>
<td>Helps young Christians understand the rise and extinction of the dinosaur on a young, created earth.</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW85</td>
<td>He Made the Stars Also</td>
<td>Stuart Burgess</td>
<td>See how modern discoveries in astronomy and space exploration have demonstrated the spectacular truth of Biblical teaching on the stars.</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW86</td>
<td>The Astronomy Book</td>
<td>Jonathan Henry</td>
<td>This wonderful book soars through the solar system offering a wealth of information about planets, stars, moons, supernovas, and so much more. Dozens of color photos and illustrations enhance this book geared to middle-school through adult ages.</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW87</td>
<td>The Science According to Moses Trilogy</td>
<td>Dr. G. Thomas Sharp</td>
<td>Could it be that Evolutionary thought has replaced Biblical faith as America’s world view? This question is thoroughly examined and answered in the startling contents of this trilogy.</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW88</td>
<td>The Mythology of Modern Dating Methods</td>
<td>John Woodmorappe</td>
<td>Focuses critical light on radioisotope dating methods. Helps reader understand principles and cover-ups in biased methods.</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW89</td>
<td>The Mythology of Science</td>
<td>Rousas John Rushdoony</td>
<td>Points out the fraud of the empirical claims of much modern science since Charles Darwin. How the religious presuppositions of evolution underlay our modern intellectual paradigm, and how they are deferred to as sacrosanct by institutions and disciplines far removed from the empirical sciences.</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW90</td>
<td>A Christian Survey Of World History</td>
<td>Rousas John Rushdoony</td>
<td>This survey covers ancient history through the Reformation. The implications to an understanding of true history. Rushdoony is a phenomenal and prolific writer and this book is comprehensive!</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW91</td>
<td>Did God Use Evolution To &quot;Create&quot;?</td>
<td>Christopher K. Chui</td>
<td>The subject of this book spans from the origin of life to the origin of the universe, with particular emphasis on the age of the earth. An extremely well written and penetrating book!</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW92</td>
<td>The Weather Book</td>
<td>Michael Oard</td>
<td>This bestselling book teaches about every aspect of the weather, from condensation to thunderstorms, wind patterns to tornadoes, etc. Also looks at weather of the past including Noah’s flood and the Ice Age.</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW93</td>
<td>The Biblical Philosophy of History</td>
<td>Rousas John Rushdoony</td>
<td>The humanist faces a meaningless world in which he cannot stand to generate and establish meaning. The Christian accepts a world where it is totally meaningful and in which every event moves in terms of God's purpose; he submits to God's meaning and finds his life therein. This book is a very important work!</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW94</td>
<td>Unformed and Unfilled</td>
<td>Weston W. Fields</td>
<td>This is the best and most detailed work on the Gap theory available. This author looks at the inconsistencies of this position and shows that the Hebrew language in Genesis does not allow for such a gap.</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW95</td>
<td>Dinosaurs and Creation</td>
<td>Donald B. DeYoung</td>
<td>Demonstrates that evolution is not the only explanation for the existence and death of dinosaurs. Fifty questions are answered. Homeschool and Sunday school teachers, Christian teachers and educators, parents and anyone interested in dinosaurs will find this a useful resource!</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES OF CREATION

The most complete, user friendly, introductory course available for Christian families on the controversial subject of origins. Each video has two complete programs, giving you a broad overview of creation designed to simplify, clarify, and help you think through your own conclusions about our origins. Hundreds of colorful, original photographs and scores of other visual aids including thought provoking questions.

An Introduction to Creationism
VHS   80 Minutes
Catalog #GW97
Price $14.75

Discovering Our Young World
VHS   80 Minutes
Catalog #GW98
Price $14.75

Man, Dinosaurs and The Bible
VHS   80 Minutes
Catalog #GW99
Price $14.75

The Fallacies of the Evolutionary Theory
VHS   80 Minutes
Catalog #GW100
Price $14.75

Evolution's Chain of Missing Links
VHS   80 Minutes
Catalog #GW101
Price $14.75

The Triumph of Design and the Demise of Darwin
This video clearly and dramatically shows the gaping holes in Darwinian theory and the mounting evidence for the intelligent design of the universe. Features Phillip Johnson.

VHS   55 Minutes
Catalog #GW102
Price $14.75

MORE VIDEOS BY DR. KENT HOVIND FROM HIS CREATION SEMINAR

Answers About Creation
Dr. Kent Hovind’s answers to troubling creation questions   VHS   120 Minutes
Catalog #GW103   Price $14.75

Creation, The Flood, and The Ice Age
Where does the ice age fit into the Bible? Hear the "Hovind Theory."   VHS   90 Minutes
Catalog #GW104   Price $14.75

Leviathan - Fire-Breathing Dragon
Learn the truth from the Bible about a real “fire breathing dragon.” Also, see why God used dinosaurs to help Job get a new outlook on life and to expose one of the greatest and most common problems people deal with today.   VHS   90 Minutes
Catalog #GW105   Price $14.75